We develop a new sampling method to estimate eigenvector centrality on incomplete networks. Our goal is to estimate this global centrality measure having at disposal a limited amount of data. This is the case in many real-world scenarios where data collection is expensive, the network is too big for data storage capacity or only partial information is available. The sampling algorithm is theoretically grounded by results derived from spectral approximation theory. We studied the problem on both synthetic and real data and tested the performance comparing with traditional methods, such as random walk and uniform sampling. We show that approximations obtained from such methods are not always reliable and that our algorithm, while preserving computational scalability, improves performance under different error measures.
I. Introduction
One key task in inference in networks is to evaluate quantities when network information is limited as when the available network is only a subsample of the full one. Such evaluations impacts problems like modeling dynamical processes [1, 2] , network statistics estimation [3] , data compression [4] and survey design [5] . The sampling procedure used to collect network information usually influences these estimates [6] [7] [8] , it is therefore important to choose a sampling algorithm properly based on what is the quantity one seeks to estimate. The challenge is to provide a reliable estimate while keeping the sampling algorithm scalable. While several sampling strategies can be found in the literature [3] , these are usually empiricallydriven and lack of analytical groundings .
Here we take a theoretically motivated approach to approximate in-sample eigenvector centrality [9] , a network centrality measure that is widely used across domains and that is highly sensitive to missing information compared to other standard centrality measures [10] . To set up the model, we minimize a proper distance between the centrality vector estimated from the subsample and the ground truth one. This allows to preserve the relative ranking of nodes inside the sample, ordered by their estimated centralities.
To tackle this problem, we develop a novel online sampling algorithm. The idea is that a proper sampling procedure should be capable of selecting nodes in an online fashion. We argue that, in order to achieve scalability, only local information should be used. This is challenging, as eigenvector centrality is considered a global centrality measure, i.e. its calculation requires global network information.
Using results derived from numerical methods for eigenvalues approximation [11] , our sampling algorithm provides valid centrality estimates. We derive an effective criterion based on theoretical bounds that we develop and adapt to our case. Evaluation is performed on both synthetic and real data and performance is measured in terms of recovering the relative ranks of nodes inside the sample. We found that our algorithm * nicolo.ruggeri@tuebingen.mpg.de † caterina.debacco@tuebingen.mpg.de leads to sensible improvements for several network structures, in particular for undirected ones.
Related work. The problem of reliable network sampling has been treated in the literature mainly using empirical approaches [10, 12] and focusing on recovering standard topological properties like degree distribution, diameter or clustering coefficient [3, [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] . To the best of our knowledge, sampling has not been previously applied to estimating eigenvalue centrality, despite the vast amount of literature in this area and the number of applications that use this centrality measure. In general, few theoretical results have been developed in sampling networks, making ours one of the few method that goes beyond heuristics or empirical reasoning. In the case of PageRank score [19] (which can be thought of as the eigenvector centrality for a specific class of adjacency matrices) work has been done towards estimating single nodes' scores or approximating the external information missing for reliable estimation of the scores in the sample [20, 21] .
II. The problem
Consider the adjacency matrix A of a network G = ( , ) of size | | = V , where = {1, . . . , V } is the set of nodes and the set of edges, A i j ∈ ≥0 is the weight of the edge from j to i. Notice that, while in practice many real network applications consider only discrete, and possibly binary, entries, our results are valid in general for real-valued non-negative edge weights. We define d , and m ⊆ is the set of edges in the subsample. Ideally, the subnetwork G m should be selected as to give a good representation of the entire network G. This means that network-related quantities estimated on G m should be a good approximation for the same quantities estimated on G. In our case we are interesting in estimating the eigenvector centrality, a popular centrality measure that is been used in several contexts [9] . The centrality u i of node i is formally obtained as:
where λ is the maximum eigenvalue of A. Formally, if we denote with µ ∈ V andμ ∈ m the principal eigenvectors for A and A ′ m respectively and consider µ m ∈ m the restriction to the sample of µ, we want to find a subsample network G m that minimizes the total distance d(µ m ,μ), under a vectorial distance metric d(·, ·). Notice that this means that our goal is to well approximate the centrality of sampled nodes (with µ), rather than reconstructing the entire centrality µ. Given that the eigenvector centrality is often used as a measure for ranking nodes, we will consider two error measures relevant in this application, the Spearman and Kendall correlations, see section III.
A. A theoretically motivated sampling method
Since we are interested in estimating eigenvectors, we use projection methods for spectral approximation. The idea is finding eigenvalues and eigenvectors by computing them on smaller subspaces and then projecting them backwards into the original (bigger) space. As anticipated above, in our case we are interested on better approximating only the eigenvector values relative to nodes in G m , i.e. the values computed on the projected space.
In the context of projection methods, theoretical bounds for the goodness of approximation of the spectrum of A have been developed [11] .
We derive a theorem that specializes these findings to our case as follows. Denote with P m ∈ V,V the projector onto the subspace K m :=< e i > i∈ , where e i ∈ V are the vectors of the naive basis of V . In our case we are interested in approximating P m µ, the eigenvector centrality of the the nodes in the subsample. The zero-padding submatrix of A where the rows and columns belonging to are selected is defined 
where:
and ||M || 2,V is the induced 2 norm of M restricted to the vectorial subspace V .
Equation (4) is derived by definition of cosine between a vector µ and a vectorial subspace K m . A formal proof can be found in the supplementary (proof 1.1).
The assumptions of having non-negative and irreducible matrices are needed to obtain uniquely defined eigenvalue centralities, as from Perron-Frobenius theorem [22] . In our case, both these hypothesis apply. Except for signed networks, adjacency matrices are always non-negative. In addition, we consider only the strong connected component of the networks considered in our experiments, these have irreducible adjacency matrices. This theoretical bound motivates the main idea behind our algorithm. We aim at reducing the bound on the sin distance between the real and approximated eigenvalue centrality. Specifically we focus at reducing the factor γ. Although the sine distance is not the main metric we consider in performance evaluation, we use it as a proxy for the minimization that we are interested in performing. In practice, we observe that this approach works, see section III. Nonetheless, as said above, the main optimization goal is not on the sine value itself, but on statistics that measure the relative rankings of nodes. In principle, we could reduce the bound in the right-hand side of Eq. (2) by minimizing tan(µ, K m ) or maximizing ||A m − λ || 2,K m ∩μ ⊥ . However, these two quantities are difficult to treat analytically and we therefore rely on acting on γ, which is instead accessible. We will partially address the minimization of tan(µ, K m ) using theoretically grounded heuristics below.
From (3), we see that γ depends on the choice of the sample. In other words, if we add one node to the sample, the value of γ will change. This motivates our proposed sampling algorithm: we consider the online addition to the current sample of one node at a time by selecting the best node from the set of non-sampled nodes. The best node is defined as the one whose inclusion in the sample reduces the factor γ the most.
We now explicitly quantify the magnitude of γ as a function of adding one candidate node at a time. Splitting the ad-
we see that γ = ||B|| 2 . This is equivalent to the largest singular value s(B) of B, i.e. the maximum eigenvalue of the covariance matrix B T B [22] . This implies that minimizing γ is equivalent to minimizing s(B). B contains directed edges from outside to inside the sample. Hence, reducing γ is related to reducing the number of incoming edges obtained from the sampling. C contains outgoing edges, while D contains edges between nodes outside the sample. While factors not related to edges incoming towards the sample from outside do not appear explicitly in the bound, these are included in the tangent factor 4.
It can be shown, see supplementary section 1.2, that minimizing the entries of B T B also reduces s(B), hence we now quantify B T B. Consider a partial sample of size k, and a new candidate node to be chosen j ∈ \ . Without loss of generality, we can think of this node as the k + 1 entry of A. This yields the decomposition B =
, where
are the edges pointing from j to the nodes already in the subsample, b 2 ∈ is the entry corresponding to j, b 3 ∈ n−k+1 are edges from nodes outside the sample to-wards j, U ∈ k−1,n−k+1 are the edges from nodes outside the sample towards nodes in it, j excluded. We assume b 2 = 0, i.e. no self-loops, but the method can be easily generalized to include them. We then greedily pick the node in the graph that, if chosen, minimizes the entries of
This corresponds to maximizing the following quantity:
Notice that we consider all the terms in 5 except U T U. This choice is due to the cost of computing ||U T U||, since U T U has size V . Give the relatively big size of the matrix, we assume that removing one node will not highly impact its norm, making this part of the optimization negligible compared to the other terms.
We now make few observations. Firstly, from the definition of eigenvalue centrality (1) we aim at minimizing the information missed by not sampling informative incoming neighbors of nodes in the sample. We define the border of a sampled subgraph as the set of all the incoming neighbors not included in the sample itself. In our online algorithm, we choose to select candidate nodes from those in the border. This choice is arbitrary, but motivated by the following observations. While selecting candidate nodes as any arbitrary node in the network might not be doable in all sampling scenarios [23] , we assume that accessing neighbors for each node already in the sample is instead possible. This is the case for many real-world applications, e.g. social networks like Twitter and Facebook where follower/followee information is accessible. Second, the effectiveness of this choice is motivated by observing the performance's improvements moving from random nodes sampling (which does not take connecting edges into account) to random walk techniques (which is inherently sampling from neighbors). For comparative results see section III. Finally, notice that external nodes not in the border have b 1 = 0, thus yielding a negative values for the theoretical criterion 6. This implies that, in practice, they are unlikely the one chosen when maximizing 6.
B. An extension of the sampling algorithm
Empirical experiments have shown that addressing the minimization of the bound 2 by considering only γ is effective for undirected networks. This doesn't necessarily hold for directed ones. Our guess is that in these cases the term tan(µ, K m ) 4 also plays an important role in the tightness of the bound in 2. In order to reduce this quantity, we may then select as candidates, nodes with high centrality. This choice stems from eq 4: the bigger the sum of sampled nodes' centralities, the smaller the tangent term. Since µ is not available, we approximate it. A possible choice is based on the results of [24] , suggesting
, the (weighted) indegree calculated considering only the incoming edges from nodes that are in the sample. We incorporate this insight into our original criterion (6) by considering the following convex combination:
where α is an hyperparameter that can be tuned empirically and it allows to interpolate between the two approaches. Using a value of α closer to one means finding nodes with higher degree, therefore aiming to reduce the tangent term. On the other side, setting α = 0 means using the vanilla algorithm, only aiming at decreasing the γ term. Empirically, we observe that the size of the border increases like O(m), with a possibly non-negligible constant factor. Thus, at sampling time, we turn to a Monte Carlo approximation: we calculate the value 7 only for a randomly chosen fraction of size p of the new neighbors inside the border. We store the results in a leaderboard for future sampling. Finally, we impose a maximum size s for the leaderboard, this is for two reasons. First, keeping an ordered leaderboard that allows fast extraction of the maximum element, as well as fast insertion of new ones, is computationally and memory expensive. Secondly, the scores are computed for newly encountered neighbors and stored in the leaderboard for future extraction. The scores given by 7 depend on the current sample. The scores of border nodes that have been computed sometime during past iterations are stored and kept valid for selecting candidate nodes in successive rounds; it is thus advisable to discard old scores by exploiting a small leaderboard size, forcing old nodes to be popped out without being selected when new, potentially higher scoring, nodes are found.
A pseudocode for this is shown in Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1 Theoretical criterion sampling (TCEC)
Input: s leaderboard max size, p randomization probability, m final sample size, 1 ≤ k < m random walk initialization size Output: G m final subgraph -sample k nodes via random walk; call the obtained partial sample G k -store the border of G k and compute 6 for a random fraction of its nodes -save these values in a leaderboard -while size(G k ) < m: pick v, highest value neighbor from leaderboard 
III. Empirical studies
We apply the sampling algorithms to real and synthetic datasets. We describe these datasets below, and we provide a summary of the datasets in Table I .
Synthetic data. We consider Erdős-Rényi networks [25] , a popular topology when the goal is testing performance on random networks.
Real data. We use four real-world open datasets. These datasets include both directed and undirected and both binary and weighted topologies.
Internet topology 1 [26] : this dataset consists of a a single daily snapshot of a part of the AS (autonomous systems) Internet layer. An undirected binary edge is present between two nodes if a contact between the two has happened during the day.
Condensed Matter collaboration network 2 [27] : this dataset contains all the authors in the e-print arXiv Condensed Matter Physics section; an undirected edge is present when two authors collaborated in a publication. Epinions 3 [28] : this dataset is a type of who-trusts-whom directed network extracted from the review site Epionions.com, a consumer reviews website where users rate items and mark users as trustworthy.
Stanford Web Network 4 [29] : this dataset represents the pages in the Stanford.edu domain. A directed binary edge represents a hyperlink from one page to another.
Experimental setup. For each dataset, we sample subnetworks of different sizes using several sampling algorithms. In addition to ours, we consider mainstream sampling algorithms as random walk [30] , Metropolis-Hastings random walk [31] , a degree-weighted random walk and uniform sampling on nodes (UniSam). In the results' tables we report only the best performing results among the various random walk sampling techniques listed above and denote it as RW best ; we denote our method as TCEC. We considered also snowball sampling [32] and breadth first search (BFS) for comparison. As these provided poorer results then the other methods listed above, we omit them here for the sake of space. Finally, we also include some modern sampling, techniques, such as forest fire [3] and expansions sampling [33] .
Implementation details. Empirically, we find that for undirected graphs the vanilla version (6) of the algorithm, corresponding to α = 0, leads to good performances; for directed ones we find good performance with α = 0.5. All experiments presented here are run using these values. Similarly, the leaderboard maximum size is always set to s = 100, which we find generally good for most applications. We also initialize every sampling round of our algorithm with a random walk exploration of size 1/5 of the required finaTCECl sample size. This is needed to allow for a degree of reliability in computing the theoretical criterion 7 that requires a minimum sample size to be really discriminative for discerning important nodes. Finally, in order to obtain faster convergence, we set the randomization level p at different values ranging from 0.2 to 0.8 depending on the dataset. In practice, p can be chosen after the random walk initialization, when information about the average degree is available.
Performance evaluation. We compare the ground-truth global vector of eigenvalue centrality restricted to the entries relative to sampled nodes P m µ, with the approximate centrality on the sampled networkμ. As it is the case for many applications, we are interested in testing whether the relative ranking among nodes is preserved, rather than recovering the absolute values of the centrality scores. For this reason we compare the two vectors using the Spearman and Kendall rank correlation coefficients [34] . As we empirically see that these two metrics give similar results, we report results only in terms of Kendall and leave the ones with Spearman in the supplementary (section 1.3). One should notice that it is usually relatively easy for any algorithm to obtain high scores on a global scale. This is not surprising, as it is generally easy to tell very different nodes apart, obtaining, for example, a good comparison score in the majority of the possible m 2 pairs using Kendall. Things are more difficult on a finer scale, i.e. when selecting nodes nearby in the ranking; in this case nodes are often mistaken in terms of approximate ranking. For this reason we decided to evaluate the two statistics also on a moving window of 10% of the sampled nodes, ordered by global score. We report these results in the supplementary as well (section 1.3).
A. Results on synthetic data
As we can see in tables II and S1, S2, S3, on an Erdős-Rényi graph our method performs worse both on a global and local scale. This is explained by the fact that the fundamental assumption underlying our algorithm, i.e. that some nodes are more important than others for the goodness of estimation, is fundamentally wrong in this case. In fact, in an Erdős-Rényi graph all nodes share the same statistical properties; this is shown also by the equivalent performances of random walk algorithms and uniform random sampling on nodes in this case. However, it is very unlikely to observe this statistical symmetry in real networks. This is also the only case in which 
B. Results on real data
In this case, we can see from Tables III IV V VI, that our algorithm outperforms all other sampling strategies both on a global and local scale in the majority of the dataset. For the Epinions network, while the relative trend among other sampling methods is unchanged, ours yields lower performances on smaller sample sizes. Only from sample sizes around 20% our method brings statistical improvements with respect to random walk methods. Our guess is that small sample sizes do not allow a good statistical assessment for the computation of the theoretical criterion 7, also because in the directed case we expect a heavy tailed distribution of centrality score, which means that detecting important nodes becomes harder due to their small number. Results are presented in table V (and in supplementary tables S10, S11, S12). The Stanford Web Network is affected by a high level of noise in the results VI (and in supplementary tables S13, S14, S15), signaled by poor performance and negative correlations. This applies to all sampling methods for small sample sizes. Only around 25% sampling size, results start to get more stable and performance improves. On a global scale, statistics grow significantly higher from that point. On the local evaluation window, values are as low as a few percentile points; however, our method obtains statistically significant improvements of around 100% with respect to the best of all random walk sampling algorithms.
IV. Conclusions
While handling network data a relevant problem arises when estimating quantities if one can only access a limited amount of information. If one has the ability to decide what fraction of the dataset to collect or observe, it is then important to choose the sample wisely in order to recover good estimates of the relevant quantities. We presented here a novel sampling algorithm for estimating a popular centrality measure on networks, eigenvector centrality. The algorithm is theoretically motivated using methods for eigenvalue approximation. It is computationally scalable and valid for both directed and undirected weighted non-negative adjacency matrices. The model relies on lowering the bound on the sin distance between the ground truth and in-sample estimated eigenvector centrality. This allows to well preserve the relative ranking of nodes inside the sample ordered by their estimated eigenvector centralities. It allows to interpolate between quantities related to the network topology which contribute to dif- ferent extent to the quality of the approximation via hyperparameter tuning. We empirically find that on real networks the vanilla model performs well on undirected networks compared to other standard sampling algorithms; for directed ones performance is improved when using the full model.
Our model assumes that the network topology is static in time. It would be interesting to investigate extensions of the algorithm to the dynamical case, when node or edge removal/addition are possible. The method presented in this paper can in principle be adapted for estimating other spectral centrality measures, for instance PageRank. We focused here in optimizing the estimate of a specific centrality measure. An open question is whether our algorithm, while optimized to preserve this global network property, is indirectly preserving also other network quantities. While we leave these extensions for future work, we provide an open source implementation of the algorithm 5 .
Supporting Information (SI)
S1. Additional Theorems and Proofs
A. Proof of theorem 1
Proof. We follow the same notation of the proof in [11, p.103 . Multiplying both sides by (A − λ ), since Aµ = λµ, we obtain
By multiplying for P m and taking the norm we obtain
where the second passage derives from the fact that w = ( − P m )w therefore
Now, consider the vector z ∈ K m , z⊥μ such that
Then applying the left multiplication P m (A − λ ) we obtain
Then using (S1) we obtain In this section we provide the results that are not included in the original paper. These are made of the Spearman score both on the global score vectors and on a moving window of size 10% of the entire sample. The moving window scores for the Kendall Tau statistic are reported here as well. Notice that in some of the columns corresponding to the moving window score for the uniform sampling, some NA entries are present. These are placeholders to indicate where it hasn't been possible to perform the computations due numerical reasons. Table S1 . Global Spearman on Erdős-Rényi Synthetic Graph 
